
LONE-WORKER PROTECTION

STAFF SAFETY APP ZONITH BT ID BADGE
Whenever you activate Lone-Worker mode in our Staff 
Safety App, an adjustable timer starts counting down. 
Near timeout, our central server sends "Are you OK?" 
messages, which you can confirm by clicking the OK 
button on the Smartphone. 

If there is no response from you to the "Are you OK?" 
message, something might have happened to you. The 
alarm is then instantly sent to the ARC (Alarm Receiving 
Centre) or your colleagues, and assistance is 
immediately on the way to assist you!

You can connect your Smartphone with our Bluetooth 
ID Badge. Using the badge gives you an extra level of 
safety. You can use it to raise a panic alarm or to 
confirm "Are you OK?" messages discreetly without 
being noticed. Your Smartphone can stay in your 
pocket, without making people around you suspicious 
or to prevent escalation of the situation.



,,No matter where you are located ZONITH staff safety solutions will safeguard you.”

The lone-worker is positioned outside via the Smartphone's GPS. The Smartphone can also be positioned via 
Bluetooth inside facilities or buildings. For indoor positioning, small Receivers must be mounted on the walls or 
ceiling. Upon an alarm from you, the control room can look at your position and make sure the assistance team 
quickly finds you.

INDOOR POSITIONING

OUTDOOR POSITIONING

WORK IN TEAMS OR...

RELY ON ALARM RESPONSE CENTRE

GUIDELINES FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

Creating teams improves communication and cooperation.  People 
working in teams can send messages to the team members, which 
can enhance the effective workflow and can guide/inform each 
other. Team members can also respond to alarms, it will save time, 
and you can avoid extra time and costs for calling additional 
assistance.

Descriptive messages can be added before you start your new 
lone-worker task. Notifying first responders about obstacles will 
speed up reaction time and can be crucial to find/reach you and will 
be combined with the alarm message. Clicking the map will open a 
dedicated map application on your smartphone, where you can 
zoom in and investigate the exact location of a person who triggered 
the alarm. Whatever happens, users can decide whether to accept, 
decline, or cancel the alarm by pressing a button on the screen. 

The control room is monitored around the clock. No matter where 
you are located on your lone-worker duty.  You can rest assured that 
your alarm will be received by the control room who stand ready to 
assist you.
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